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Focusrite FAST Limiter and FAST Bundle

The latest instalment of the exclusive Plug-in Collective community giveaway is

MASSIVE from Native Instruments and Ozone Elements from iZotope. Normally sold

for $149.00 and $129.99, respectively, these plugins are free to download for Plug-

in Collective members from 6th October to 12th January (4 pm GMT). In addition,

access the three-month free trial of KOMPLETE NOW, usually sold for $9.99 per

month.

MASSIVE is the ultimate synth for bass and leads. The high-end engine delivers pure

quality with a diverse range of sounds, from soft to outright dirty and everything in

between. Containing over 1300 production-ready sounds, each with pre-defined

macro controls, you can easily fine-tune the sound to your liking without going into

all the parameters.

MASSIVE's sound synthesis is based on a unique Wave Scanning algorithm

implemented in three parallel oscillator modules. It combines the highest sonic

quality with utmost flexibility and controllability. The synth comes with 85 specially

designed wavetables, each with a unique combination of waveforms and particular

sonic characteristics.

With Ozone Elements, you can effortlessly get your mixes radio and streaming
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ready. Building on a two-decade history of best-in-class processing, Ozone Elements

has the essential tools and assistive technology you need to quickly achieve a full,

rich, and loud final master.

KOMPLETE NOW offers the opportunity to get your hands on some of the most

sought-after production tools - a curated bundle of essential instruments and effects

that help you achieve high-quality sounds, regardless of genre.

Plug-in Collective is a community hub that brings together members, Focusrite, and

the most innovative software brands. To find great virtual instruments and effects,

keeping up to date with the constant stream of new releases is essential. Plug-in

Collective makes it easy, with regular free software downloads and generous

discounts on high-end plugins. To join Plug-in Collective, members simply register

any Focusrite hardware product and then look out for a new offer every couple of

months. No one else works with software manufacturers like we do to bring you

inspirational tools for our members’ next production.

www.focusrite.com
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